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at Rhode Island College on "The
Faith of the Athiest." The lecture
will take place on Thursday, November 17th in Horace Mann Auditorium at 8 :00 p.m.
This lecture is being sponsored
by the Newman Club and is open
~
to the public.
Fr. Haas- earned his A.B. at
Providence College, continued his
education in Washington, D. C.,
received his Ph.D. in Switzerland,
and was ordained in Washington,
. D. C.
Among Fr. Haas' writings are
two books, the first of which is
The Conception

of Law

and the

Much work and time has gone stage. The play is not only to be
Camino Real, under the Directhe stage, but throughout
tion of Miss Ella Smith, 1s to be into the production to be shown cast on
hall. Action will be takperformed by the Rhode Island at Rhode Island College, the first the entire
in the isles, on the
College Theatre Group, November time Camino Real will be present- ing place
stage, below the stage and above
17, 18, and 19 in Roberts Hall ed in Rhode Island.
Tryouts for the play were held the stage. A balcony is also being
Auditorium. Not only is -the stage
the latter part of Septemer. built so that the play may utilize
in
utilized,
ibe
to
in the Auditorium
the players were selected to two levels. The players in the audiAfter
ofseries
A
but the entire hall.
will be spot-lighted.
spotlights is to be set up to high- complete tae cast of almost seven- tdrium
began in , The sets have been designed by
light the players throughout the ty actors, rehearsals
Klaiber and are being
hall. The play will be performed on the early part of October. Re- 1 Mr. Roger
two levels, with an adjacent apron
to the stage .
The play has somewhat of a
with a
background
continental
slight Spanish effect. Also included
in the variety of characters are
the common street beggers, the
venders, gypsies, and legendary
characters such as Don Quixote,
Camille, and Lord Byron.
Approximately two-thirds of the
play has a musical background.
The score has been fitted into the
play by Arthur Rubinstein, a New
·1
York composer and pianist.
Not only are a variety of characters and costwnes to be presented,
but an amount of choreography is
also to •be provided. Mr. Gene Hall, I
of the Modern Dance Group is to
dance into the play. All
Wednesday - Distinguished Film set the
be accented by a drato
is
this
8:00
Lisa"
and
"David
Series,
system.
lighting
matic
p.m., Amos Assembly.
Scene from "Camino Real'
The drama, having been successThurs<lay - Discussion of "David
in
Broadway
on
performed
fully
and Lisa" sponsored lby the
and set up under his management.
more and more hearsals are still continuing,
Work on the sets has been con- Rhode Island College Chaplaincy 1953 is becoming
production.
final
the
till
setting of the play will be
Program,- 1 :00 p.m., Amos As- popular. The
have been rehearsing tinuing for some time and is not
actors
The
future,
the
of
dream-world
a
is
sembly.
average re- expected to be finished until just
to the society of to- six days a week. The
Lecture by Father William Haas comparable
long. Work before the play is shown.
hours
foo/
is
hearsal
that
is
theme
College, "The day. The general
of Providence
continuing
still
is
scenery
the
on
Mr. Anthony Buglio has dethe
longer a walk on
Faith of the Athiest" 8:00 p.m., life is no·
stage and signed the costumes to be used
but a treacherous while the elaborate
highway,"
"royal
Mann Auditorium.
into in the production. They are- very
on which we are lighting set-ups are being set
Film, "Yojimbo" sponsored by walk on pavement
place.
detailed and representative of the
tread.
to
forced
the RIC History Department,
Because the play is so complex, characters. Their color, design and
a serious
although
Real,
Camino
3:00 p.m., Mann Auditorium.
number detail will highlight the casting.
drama, has · much humor, many and because of the large
Friday - Lecture ,by Dr. Harvey
of players, 'the stage was found
characters,
and
dance,
costumes,
Along with the costumes, lightGlickman, James P. Adams Lecis beaccented by a unique and modi- to be inadequate. An apron
all
sets, and wide array of charing,
IMann
p.m.,
8:00
Series,
ture
ing constructed to complement the
fied lighting system.
acters, will be music and choreogAuditorium.
raphy. Mr. Gene Hall, of the ModModern Dance Workshop.
ern Dance Group has provided the
Pane-I,., Discussion,
Tuesday
Mr. Arthur
dance arrangement.
and Psychology."
"Christianity
Rubenstein, from New York, has
1:00 p.m., Adams Library Conworked with the Rhode Island Colference Room One.
lege Theatre in setting the score
Chamber Music Recital, Miss
to the play. Mr. Rubinstein is a
accomBucci,
Angela~Marie
Tuesday night, November 8, the I their own social standards. It was graduate of the Yale Music School
panied hy Professor Robert Boinvitation
formal
a
that
decided
conwhich.
Board
al
Organization
and is now the resident composer
berg, 1 :00 p.m., Little Theatre,
of student to the Persident and the deans
sists of representatives
Conservatory
of the American
Roberts Hall.
to
them
inviting
issued,
be
would
special
met in a
organizations,
Theatre. He has provided the PittsKennedy Memorial Service, 1 :00
autho"'
the
concerning
discussion
a
open session to discuss tbe degree
and Stanford
burgh Playhouse
p.m., Mann Auditorium.
of social freedom -on campus and rity of student government.
with scores for the past
University
Also
indivithe
It was also decided
the role of student government in
Through November 26, Art Ex- general. Cynthia DiSano presided dula sections of the Board would two seasons. These shows are curand
hibit by Alfred G. Medeiros, Adams at this meeting which lasted ap- meet provately to discuss their rently appearing in Chicago
San Francisco.
Library, Level C.
problems. Following is a list of
proximately two hours.
Production
The Mccarter Theatre of PrinceRIC Theatre
The topic discussed was social the seven sections which will meet
"Camino Real" November _17, 18, freedom and the role of student and the people who volunteered ton has also utilized scores set
Along with
and 19, 8:00 p.m., Roberts Audi- government in obtaining it. It was to lead the meetings: Educational by Mr. Rubinstein.
the music
composed
has
he
this,
torium.
Publications
Ramano,
decided that an attempt would ·be -Romeo
- for The Visit, J.B., Becket, and
Morguin, Recreation
made to redefine the aims of stu- Frank
Othello at the Williamstown Sumdent government and to j.nvolve Jane Healey, Religious - Maureen
mer Theatre. Also shown at the
the administration in the redefin:.. Neville, Limited Membership Theatre
Summer
Williamstown
ing. The specific question was Wayne Whitman, Performing Arts
were The Three Penny Opera,
the role of 0.B. in setting the - Russell Sylvestre·, Special InJames Ray. Reports West Side Story, and Annie Get
social policy of the College. The terestes are due at the Your Giin, all with scores by Mr.
meeting
these
from
or
whether
question is basically
SEE STORY
Rubenstein.
21.
November
meeting.
O.B.
next
set
not the students of RIC can
ON SPORTS PAGE

was The Contemporary
published one year after the
former, in 1965.
In addition to being a scholar
and .a writer, Father Haas is an
artist. His paintings have been
exhibited in New England and the
Mid-West. Painting is not the only
art he is interested in, however.
Among many other memberships,
Fr. Haas is on the board of directors of the R. I. Philharmonic Orchestra and is on the board of
for
directors of the Foundation
Repertory Theater of R. I. He also
belongs to many religious and educational organizations. He is on
the Advisory Council on Extension
and Continuing Education, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Washington, D. C., is a
member at large on the Narragansett Council of the Boy Scouts of
America, a member of the Butler
Hospital Corporation and belongs
to a National Premedical Honor
Society, Alpha Epsilon Delta.

second
Arts,

Department
Psychology
OffersPanelDiscussion
Sister Gabrielle L. Jean S.G.C.,
Associate Professor of Psychology
at Rhode Island College, will
moderate a panel discussion of
"Christianity and Psychology" on
Tuesday, November 22. The discussion, which is sponsored by the
RIC Chaplaincy Program, will be
held at 1:00 p.m. in Adams Library,
Conference Room One.
Four members of the RIC psywill present
chology department
the views of four psychologists

Sr. Gabrielle L. Jean, S.G.O.

with respect to the role and the
nature of the religious experience
life. iMrs. Cynthia
in human
Makokian will present the views
of Dr. Sigmund Freud, Dr. Holden
those of William James, Dr. Dutton will deal with the work of 0.
Hobart Mowrer, and Dr. Deignan
will discuss the theories of psy:chologist Gordon Allport.
As psychologists, all of the men
discussed were ·deeply involved
with religion. In relation to psychology, religion is an important
dimension in individual behavior.
Psychologists are particularly interested in the effect of religious
values on behaving. In particular,
one of the men to be discussed by
the panel, 0. Hobart Mowrer, has
done considerable work on the
relation between religious values
and sex on college campuses.
The discussion is open to anyone
who wishes to attend.
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MAN ON CAMPUS
LITTLE

EDITORIALS
administrators, students share
blame for senate ineptness
An editorial in the October 19 edition of
The Anchor suggested that the student senate of Rhode Island College needed a revamping. Now a month later, after listening
to many diverse complaints from dissatisfied and disgusted students, we have
reached the distasteful conclusion that some
grave inconsistencies exist within the student senate.
Culpability for these deficiencies seems
to fall partially at the feet of our student
"leaders," and also at the feet of some members of the college administration, who
s~m to be sticking their feet a little too far
into the senate door.
We have been under the assumption
. that the student members of the senate are
charged with the decision-ma'.king facul-·
ties at this college as concerns the student
body, and that administration advisors are
present at senate meetings solely for the
purpose of giving advice. Several incidents,
however, seem to point to the unfortunate
fact that some student senate members are
guilty of timidity before their administration advisors, and these administrators are
equally guilty of forcing their wishes upon
those senate members being aware of this
timidity.
Several specific incidents will illustrate
our contentions:
• One spokesman for a campus organization told the senate recently that more
funds would enhance the operation of his
organization. The administrator told this
student, in effect, that he was given an allocation and he would have to work within
that allocation.
• In another incident, student leaders were told by a member of the administration that the social committee of
the student senate could not schedule more
dances than is allowed at present by the
administration. This.rigid position of the ad. ministration· seems prompted by an unfortunate incident at a dance last April in the

Student Center.This dance, sponsored by one of the
campus organizations; was disrupted by outsiders, who were not even members of the
RIC student body. The Anchor learned this
in an interview with a spokesman at Providence Police headquarters. Thus, it seems
both unjust and narrowminded on the part
of the administration to curtail student social functions because of outside interference resulting in a disturbance.
This situation is one of the pd.me reasons why we contend the administration is
stepping over its bounds and infringing on
student decision-making.
Members of the organizational board of
student senate are becoming cognizant of
this subtle infringement on student fre~doms at RIC, and are presently formulating
means to alter this "snowballing" situation. Soccer in Retrospect
sive threat of our more experi-The Anchor strongly urges all members
The award banquet held . last , enced opponents was highlighted
of the student body to make their views evening marked the end of another by the improved play of Dick Lawknown to the college administration, and socoer campaign in the history of rence and Fred Santaniello. Both
seato. the student government, concerning Rhode Island College. The Anchor- Dick and Fred, halfbacks last fullmen while not compiling an im- son, were moved to outside
these matters.
pressive record did however com- back positions joining regular fullThere has been a very pronounced in- plete one of their most successful backs, Lenihan and Foley in the
ability on the part of student senate to seasons in years.
4-2-4 set up. The value of the new
exhibited bu defense can be seen by the faat
The determination
make decisions. It seems that the student
senate is in this situation because of their tihe players is· to be commended. that less goals were scored against
the boys this is only the team than in the previous S
vacillation and failure to take a stand on For many ofyear
for playing the years.
the second
important issues.
Halfway through the season the
The
sport.
European
popular
Student freedom either exists fully or amount of time they devoted to t.eam suffered the loss of its first
it does not exist at all. Those individuals learning and developing skills ex-, string goalie Don Vanasse. Vanasse
on the senate who have allowed themselves tended far beyond the end of last sustained a concussion during the
through the winter and in- Salem contest and was sidelined
to become double- talking sheep had better season
to a summer league. Here Dave for the rest of the season. Howre-assess their responsibility to themselves Colardo and Frank Short perfect- ever, this loss was not to be long
and to the student body.
lasting as sophomore, Dave Marultimately
that
ed movements
The Anchor does not wish to persecute proved to be an invaluable asset zelli came on to become a stalwart
those who are endeavoring to fulfill their 'td the team's offensive punch. The in the RIO cage. Starting with the
well Fitchburg game which the Anchorresponsibility in senate, but we shall no defense played exceptionally
opponents scores to four men lost 5-1 Dcive-showed signs of
limiting
a
towards
toleration
longer exercise silent
becoming a good tender of the
while posting a 5-2-0 record.
situation which is becoming increasingly!
with every game
Thus the stage was set for this nets. Improvinp
Concessions season's play in NESCAC com- he will be a definite asset to next
·disgusting and frustrating.
now are tantamount to admittance that all petition. First came the informa- year's squad.
season saw the acquisition
through life we· shall be afraid to maintain tion from the administration that . of The
new and valuable players, a
a foreign student was on campus
the courage of our convictions.
and interested in playing soccer. better won lost record, a higher

Letters

Editor

J

I

lafrance ignored kiven,
r. i. voters did not
Had August P.LaFrance lost in his attempt to· retain his office as the Secretary
of State of R. I., we would have understood
his remarks last Tuesday night after learn. ing of his victory. Mr. LaFrance chose to
make known to the voters of the state that
he had ignored Arline Kiven throughout the
campaign. Mr. LaFrance also stated that
his real opponent had been Governor
Chafee and the quarter of a million dollars
the Republicans allegedly spe?t on the
campaign.
Perhaps, if the voters had known how
Mr. LaFrance would act once having been
adjudged victorious, he would not have
been reelected. Mr. LaFrance may have felt
•himself the towering victor, but his win was
by no means a landslide; in fact Mrs. Kiven
came closer to beating LaFrance than any
previous opponent pf the Secretary of
State.

to the

Mr. LaFrance was quite fortunate he
held onto his seat, as it seemed evident
R. I. voters are changing their views ori
some of the long-time office-holders in
state government. Mr. LaFrance ma'.y have
"ignored" Mrs. Kiven, but thousands of R. I.
voters did not.
It is our sincere hope that LaFrance will.
find himself equally as ignored as he purports to have done with Mrs. Kiven, in the
next election. The least LaFrance could
have done was to offer best wishes to Mrs.,
Kiven, as other candidates did to their defeated opponents. That Mr. LaFrance chose
the less discriminate manner of speaking of
Mrs. Kiven doesn't do much for the general good of the Democratic party in R. I.,
and we are certain that Mr. LaFrance has
lost his stature in the eyes of those who
have just elected him.

1
scoring offense and a more effecThe news that Sammy Hayford
oppOMnt
defense limiting
woiild play for the team was a tive
shot in the arm. His ability and scores. One area, however, that is
experience in the game proved often forgotten is the support givitself as he became one of the en to a team. As such, I would
S like to thank the faculty ,students,
with
leading goal producers
scores. Bill Barney, also newly ac- and cheerleaders for their loyalty
this sea.quired but not an experienced and active participation
player, showed Coach Bogda he son.
Finally, I would like to JJ1iblicly
too had the ability to score by
for their
posting S markers. Jimmy Wade, thank my team-mates
last year's foading scorer devel- cooperation and undying spirit as
by their will to win.
oped into one of the team's better exemplified
passers and thus set ·up many of With the odds continually stacked
against us, you always came up
the goals.
A new defense designed primar-1 with a 100% effort.
Captain JOHN FOLEY
ily to prevent or offset the often-
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Editorial

Board Consensus:

Doctor Willard Voices Praise
Nothing For A Companion of 35 years

Senate Does Little or
T'o Justify Its Existence .

"RIC is the best state college highly successful one for Dr.
in New England." 'I'hese are the I Willard. While at RIC, he trained
words of Dr. Charles B. Willard, in Junior High School education
member of RIC's 1934 Class and, 'with an emphasis on English. In
since No".ember 1, Acting Pre~i- the secon~ half of his Senior year,
dent of his Alma Mater. Dr. Wil- he was editor of the Anchor. After
lard also had praise for the admin- graduating, he taught at Roger
and student Williams and George West schools
faculty,
istration,
. in Providence, was also a student
body of RIC.
I The road from his student days counselor, and coached Debating
I to his present position has been a at Central Evening High School.

. But Dr. Williard still continued

his own education. He earned a
1Masters at Brown in 1939 and a
In recent weeks, the editorial in and out of every printing conDoctorate at Brown in 1948. While
the
of
borders
the
within
cern
dishas
Anchor
The
board of
at Brown, he also received a· ;1'hl
requested
we
Providence,
of
city
role
cussed in much detail the
Betta Kappa key, an honor not
which the student Senate is play- the only realistic amount under
often won by graduate students.
without
operate
could
we
ing at Rhode Island College, and which
In 1946, Dr. Willard began a
untotally
One
the conclusion has been drawn that going in the red.
in college teaching and adcareer
Senate is doing little or nothing informed individual on finance
From 1946 to 1949,
ministration.
who obviously had
.to justify its existence as the committee,
of the Providence
Director
was
he
representative body of the students never been in a print shop in his
Center of URI. He became a proreason
no
see
could
he
said
life,
I
institution.
at this
fessor of English Education ·at
We realize that in every organi- why we couldn't get the Anchor: 1
So~thern I?inois where he re1
than
less
considerably
at
printed
i
zation there are always one or
roamed until 1958. In that year,
allocation
our
·in
forth
put
had
we
two who endeavor to fulfill their
he came to RIC as Dean of Profes,
one
but
is
incident
responsibilities, but on the whole, request. This
Studies. Si~ce than, he has
sional
i
Sen-·
that
there seems to be no fulfillment which leads us to believe
of the . College,. ViceDean
been_
of duty and responsibility on the ate should step back quite a few [
Actmg President.
and
President,
paces and take a good, long look.
part of the collective Senate.
Dr. Willard has also found time
In October 1965, a Leadership at its responsibilities to itself and .
to do some writing. He wrote a
Conference was held at RIC at- to the student body of this college.
book, Whitman's American Fame,
for
1
fought
senate
time
high
is
It
tended by various faculty, adminon Walt
articles
and several
to 1
istration, and student leaders in the right of the students
Whitman's literary relationships.
policies;
dance
~oals and regulate their own
an effort to fo~~ate
Also, he has edited a book ·on
methods for admimstrat10n ~f a for the right of some say in the, 1
Junior High School reading and
student governmen~. At that _t=e, use of Walsh Gymnasium; for the·
part in a study of teaching
took
Dean Penn~ll Eustis stated m an, right of the students to have some
aids in English Education.
the
in
participation
definite
very
stu-,
a
felt_
he
that
article
Anchor
Dr. Willard expects to ,be President government should strive for: curriculum choice·s for four years.
dent until the middle of next
Anchor
the
,
November,
In
central
a
of
"1. E~tablishment
1965
year. During this time, the College
authority where all matters of . held a . press conference with
will continue on its present course
Student
the
of
members
concern to the student body can various
without waiting for a new Presibe ·bro_ught for resol".ement; 2. 11 Senate. A look at some of the
dent. This new Pr~sident, a,ccordWillard
H.
G'harles
President
Acting
Promot10n of CD?Jl:rative efforts; "Utopian" utterances at this coning to Dr. Willard, will be a very
to . c:reate .a, umfymg force for , ference by the members of that
fortunate person to inherit the
Senate will demonstrate the dis- ------------------,.------------positive action among _anse~ents
top position at RIC. He will have
.
·
f th
. .
l
t f th
th
of campus community life· 3.
nt
e
e peop e o
appomtmg lack of accomplishme
e suppor o
_, f
the
in
1
bo
place
f
t
taken
1
has
Ev o ~emen o . a a ra~ory -~r which
a wonderful B-Oard
of
and
State
last
,between
year
the
of
course
m
practi~al learnmg _ expen~nc;,
of Trustees of State Colleges.
November and this.
managmg commumty affairs.
believes that "TeaDr. Willard
.
ch er e ducat10n
The students present at· this
is a prime function
if Senate would
asked
"When
Conference, "agreed that a student
of the school (RIC) and will conthe
issues,
attacking
be
definitely
avoid
to
have
would
government
the pictures. The tinue to be. The State will require
"The Time of the Locust" was underscoring
trivialities and become purposeful senators replied with a resoundare chosen so that this of us and it should." Thus,
captions
at
1966
9,
November
on
shown
has
ask,
(we
What
'yes'".
ing
It
purpose.
a
as well as being
th
7:00 p.m. in they make a humorous contrast Dr. Willard feels, that, despite an
was decided that a student govern- been attacked which falls wi in 3:00 and again at
It was a with the pictures. Basically the expected undergraduate enrolhnent
hall.
assembly
Amos
issue?
resounding
a
of
ment should ..... discuss issues ... the realm
,by a same method was employed in the of 4500-5000 by 1980 and despite
presentation
minute
twenty
quote,
idealistic
In another
guide student opinion . . . estabmovie, but for a different purpose. the probable development of MasAmerican
the
organization,
pacifist
inwith permanent "Jerry Lessard announced his
lish channels
Just as humor can be aroused 1by ter of Arts programs in nonThe
Committee.
groups (i.e. faculty, council, alum- tentions of bringing the closed- Friends Service
and paste," so Education fields, RIC will remain
parent door policies of the Board of purpose of the production was to the use of "scissors
ni, board of trustees,
to action too can disgust be aroused by the a college primarily interested in
audience
the
stimulate
action."
for
Senate
the
to
Trustees
coma
obtain
press),
association,
ahnost funny contrast between the the education of teachers. He
Vietnam.
bination of views, then decide To our knowledge, the doors to the against the war in
of the president and the hor- expects that, in the future, about
words
the
from
arousing
was
t
movie
The
are
meetings
initiative or direction but always Board of TruS ees'
pictures which the movie two-thirds of the student body
rible
a
with
opened
It
scene.
first
very
ever
they
more firmly closed than
with horizons clear."
will be in teacher education.
chose to expose us to.
company
rice
monotonous
endless.,
view of
At this same Conference, Dr. were.
The President expressed regret
But even if the method could
In this same Anchor issue of paddies, imposed upon by a huge
Robert Comery of· the English
rru:i-chinery, possibly have been perverse be- !J.t the lack of interest shown by
destructive
of
colossus
(iMcCarthy)
"Mary
9,
November
matters
those
outlined
department
Thi's scene cause of the removal of contexts, RIC students in student activities.
which were clearly ·the responsibi- concluded the conference by· stat- and American tanks.
of the I the movie was successful. It stimu- "Commuting has nothing to do
theme
the
portrayed
clearly
took
Senate
Student
if
that
ing
lity. of student government. Among
the 1 lated part of the audience to plan with lack of interest," he added.
were
Americans
the
movie
more
issues,
important
on
these were the responsibilities to action
a peace march on Veterans Day As to student government, it will
destruction!
of
theme
The
lo.custs.
be
would
students
"defend student interest and (to) competent
Davisville; it aroused others of continue, ac,cording to the Doctor,
at
point
disgusting
a
to
up
built
was
)',1:iss
promote student welfare." Also . elected to future Senates."
to a suspicion of the present at roughly its present level and
u~
dean-·
of
group
a
showed
it
when
included in Dr. Comery's discus- iMcCarthy took the words right
policy. It ~s doubtful "will require constant effort of
Vietnamese
beatsavagely
·boys
cut American
of out of our mouths.
sion was the responsibility
The Viet- that there was anyone who saw students to make it effective."
Vietnamese.
lone
a
ing
there
that
see,
can
we
Thus,
promote
"to
government
student
President Willard is proud of
unis much to be desired in the room namese boy was being destroyed; the movie a?d yet' remained
and supervise so.cial life."
RIC and RIC is proud of him.
it.
by
affected
already
had
boys
American
the
that
suggest
we
and
It is evident in examining these of the Senate,
been destroyed. At this point it
proposed goals of student govern- the time for change is far past.
Student Senate has an obliga-· was more than obvious that this
ment that the Student Senate of
1
RIC has fallen far short of these tion "to defend student interest was a propaganda film.
throughout
used
method
The
welfare."
student
promote
(to)
and
ask
must
we
desired e!)ds. What,
We urge the members of Senate the entire film to arouse the
ourselves, is the reason for these
to assess the various facets of stu- audience was tragicomedy. This
failures?
with dent concern, and to act upon was accomplished by the correlaThe answer reverberates
to a back- _ As announced in the last issue I situation and expose religion in a
resounding force, at least within them. Any failure in the future to tion of tragic scenes
and self- of_ the A':1ch,or,.the Distinguished way !hat will be meaningful to
the walls of the Anchor office: regain those rights and pleasures ground of optimistic
by President Film Series will present "David college students."
statements
defensive
will
students
the
to
belong
which
Senate
of
members
present
the
Chaplain, Rev.
Our Protestant
during the and Lisa" at the Amos Assembly
either do not know why they meet be the object of severe criticism Johnson. (It was easy,
It J. Richard Peck believes the means
become
today.
to
7:30
and
movie,
the
3:00
of
at
Room
course
newspaper.
this
from
don't
they
each week, or · worse,
embittered toward the President sho~d also be noted that the'. is visual experience, dramatic in
---'------care. If in fact, they do care, why
and his "wise words" when it was movie appears on the schedule of I nature, both on celluloid and on
is the social life of the students bepossible to see the consequences the Rhode Island College Chap- I stage. Under this category in the
ing crimped because of an Adminlaincy Program, which program is Chaplaincy Program are included
of this wisdom in action.)
istration ruling limiting the numa different approach to communi-j two plays, four fihns and two
intelligence
the
point
this
at
But
ofoneunforber of dancesbecause
also have cate religion to the student body. "happenings" which will be preshould
audience
the
of
Why,
April?
last
incident
tunate
the year and
On Friday, November 4th at been aroused. Before being taken As the folder for the Chaplaincy , sented throughout
indeed, can't Student Senate atthe serve to indicai e the extent of
often
too
the
of
"All
says,
"truth
the
P~ogram
into
far
too
held
Club
Newman
the
p.m.,
4:00
tract students of demonstrated
should have faith becomes confused with the his belief. When asked if this was
ability and foresight to occupy the second session of its First matter," the audience
they were culture in which it finds expres- his own idea, Rev. Peck replied
maybe,
that,
realized
speaka
of
consisting
seats on the various committees Friday series
teaching
er and !Mass. The speaker, Brother being manipulated. For example, si~n ~nd it is litt~e won_der t~at t~at the concept of visual
of the senate?
the politi- thinking persons reJect this melieu did not originate with him, but
Two years ago, The Anchor Benilde of the Christian Brothers most of us are aware of
talked cal "comic books" which have been ?f stained glass and plast~c as was used most effectively some
went before the finance committee Novitiate in Narragansett,
of news irrelevant and unnecessary." The two thousand years ago by a man
of the Senate to obtain the next of the direction in which the de- published. These consist
Page 4
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Shakespeare Enthusiasts
Fo-rming R·eading Society
Professor J. Graham of Rhode
Island College has sponsored the
formation of a Shakespeare Reading Society to be composed of RIC
students and faculty. The group
held its first meeting on Thursday,
November 10, at 1 :00 p.m., and
plans another meeting sometime
in December.
The aim of the Society is to

MemorialServiceFor

ToVoteOn
Sophomores

Vets. Administration Seeking
To Inform Veteran - Students

ForClassRings
Contract

Representatives for four jewelry
The nation's 1200 university and college newspape:i;s, magazines and
companies will come to Rhode
Island College during one week in other publications have been asked to join the Veterans AdministraDecember to exhibit designs for tion in an all-out saturation campaign to acquaint every veteranclass rings to members of th e student with all details of the new G.I. Bill payment procedures of
Sophomore Class. The the education program.
present
The VA cautions t}1e veteran going to school should be prepared
Dieges and Clust has expired, a nd
the Class of 1969 will ·be respon- to pay his expense for at least two months.
The law requires that monthly certificates of attendance signed
sible for choosing a new company
or continuing with the present one by veterans be sent to the VA attesting the veteran has attended
The four companies represented, classes. Necessarily these certificates can be sent- only after ·a month's
John Roberts, Nelson, Balfour, and schooling is completed. On the 20th of the following month, VA
Dieges and Clust, will each have mails the payment checks. Proper and prompt sending of these
one day to exhibit their rings in certificates will eliminate delays.
Allowances are:
the Bookstore. Information will
Monthly Payments Available to Veterans:
be available on weights and prices
TWO OR
ONE
NO.
TYPE OF
but no orders will be taken at
DEP.
MOREDEP.
DEP.
PROGRAM
this time. At the end of the week
'
members of the Sophomore Class Institutional
$ 150
$ 125
$ 100
Full Time
will vote in the Bookstore to decide
115
95
75
Time
Three-quarter
which company will ·be awarded
75
65
50
Half-time
the contract.
Rate of established charges for tuition
Less Than Half-Time
However, whereas the old conand fee, not to exceed -$50 if more than
tract was for five years, the new
¼ time; not to exceed $25 if ¼ time or
one will be limited to two years
less.
The Executive Committee of the
Rate of established charges for tuition
Sophomore Class also hopes to While on Active Duty
and fees, or $100 per month for full-time
include an option to cancel the
course, whichever is less. No allowance
contract if the rings prove to be
for dependents.
faculty or are delivered late.
$ 100
$ 80
$ 120
Times for ordering, rings will Cooperative Training
Cost only.
be posted after the contract is Correspondence
Full-time training courses are 14 semester hours, or the equivalent.
The Helicon staff is sponsoring awarded. If all orders are in before
Three-quarter time equals 10 to 13 hours
be
may
rings
1967,
28,
February
a coffee hour on Thursday, Novem_
Half-time is 7 to 9 semester hours.
ber 17 at 1:00 p.m. It will be held delivered by OctobQr 15, 1967.
Less than half-time, but more than one-quarter time, is 4 to 6 semester
in the Alumni Lounge, Roberts
hours.
Auditorium. Mrs. Ballinger of the
A cooperative program is a full-time program consisting of ,classEnglish department will be the
room and alternate training, with the training supplemental to the
guest speaker. A noted author of
educational institutional portion.
children's books, Mrs. Ballinger
When the course is of less than a regular semester, such as
will speak on "The Training of a
school, the 14-hour standard is used or the equivalent.
summer
are
Writer". Students and faculty
to
intended
institute
six-week
A
invited to attend and to meet the
familiarize industrial arts teachers
Helicon staff.
Manuscripts are still being ac- with the complexities of American
cepted by the Helicon for its prose manufacturing will be offered from
contest. Students are asked to June 26 to August 4 next summer
College in Provisubmit short stories, drama (one- by Rhode Island
act plays), and satire of any kind. dence.
James P. O'Shea, assistant proThe Helicon also looks forward
to receiving poetry and other fessor of industrial arts education
kinds of prose work writing. The and director of the institute, said
AVENUE
435 MOUNT PLEASANT
deadline for all submissions is it will enroll 24 junior high and
teachers
arts
industrial
school
high
November 21.
from the New England area.
ESSO EXTRA 31.9
Financed by a $21,730 grant under
I
the National Defense Ed4cation
Act, the institute will pay partici(Continued from Page 3)
ESSO REGULAR27.9
$15 for
cisions of Vatican II are taking pants $75 a week, plus
dependent.
each
the Church and of what the
Educational specialists in econochurch is trying to achieve.
Brother Benild's main point was mies and industrial psychology, as
that the Church must seek unity well as authorities from labor and
- the unity of God and all who industry will present special leebelieve in him,. the unity of all tures. Field trips to industries Vl'ill
that we believe in common with be scheduled.
at
Mr. O'Shea ·said applications
other religious groups. We must
deepen our understanding of our will be received beginning Nov. 1.5.
LANG'S LANES • NIANTIC AVENUE
awn Church and we must examine Applicants must have taught inof our own dustrial arts for the past three
our understanding
Church· and we must examine our years.
Forming
Free Bowling and Le·ag_ues
teachings and prayer life.
The official recognition on the
WED., NOVEMBER23, AT 3 P.M.
part of the Catholic Church that
holiness exists in other churches
Interested Persons Contact Mr. Taylor
is significant in that it is found
in an official document and is reor Al Lang's Lanes
presentative of a change in attiJapatwo
of
first
the
Yojimbo,
Church.
tude of the Catholic
God chose to save us as indivi- nese films sponsored by the Hisduals as well as an assembly. The tory Department, will be presented
of the in Mann Auditorium at 3:00 p.m.,
manifestations.
primary
Church are the parish churches. November 17th. A speech on an
The complete end for which the aspect of Japanese culture is also
Church was made is to bring about planned for later in the semester.
Yojimbo was produced in 1961
the fullness of the universe.
"The and runs 110 minutes. It was
said
Benilde
Brother
FRATERNITY
Church must go out to sow the directed by Akira Kurosawa and
message of unity which it has stars Tashiro iMifune in an epic
COFFEEHOUR
based on an American "Western."
received from its Master."
A Mass followed which was very According to Time, ''The scenes
well attended. This shows that -the are short, the story swift, the
ALUMNILOUNGE
new series has gained some re-1 cutting ter~e . . . " the ~ovie _is
ROBERTSHALL
c;ognition. It is hoped, however, full of violence but lS still
MEN
ALL
22, 1966
NOV.
humorous.
students,
of
number
that a greater
INVITED
in! The movie is in Japanese but it
7:30 P.M.
and faculty will participate
1
has English subtitles.
future months.

provide an opportunity for Shakespeare lovers to discuss and read
aloud various plays. The group
also plans to see productions of
the
these plays, in particular
of
Square presentation
Trinity
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
Professor Graham also hopes that
the Society may produce a one
act play of its own next year.
An informal planning committee
has been named to set up a schedule of meetings and suggest plays
to be read. Members of the committee are: Don Pacheco (Chairman), Judy Whitty, Diane DeFosse,
JVIaryann Tirodi, and J.,ynda Tisdel.
Comery of the
Dr. Robert
will be in
English department
charge of the December meeting,
and will discuss the staging of
plays, He will
Shakespearean
his discussion with a
illustrate
model of an actual Shakespearean
•
theatre.

NextTuesday
Kennedy
Tuesday, November 22, 1966, at
1 :00 p.m., the Rhode Island College
Senate is sponsoring a memorial
service in remembrance of the late
president - John F. Kennedy. The
program, which will be held at
Mann Auditorium, is designed to
be simple and solemn. The service
will be highlighted by a dramatic
reading by Mr. Tegu of the R.I.C.
faculty. Since the memorial service
is being held during the Tuesday
1 :00 free period all students and
faculty are invited to attend the
service, and each in their own
way remember the late martyred
president.

Tryouts For
Cheerleaders
The Rhode Island College Cheerleaders will hold tryouts for next
year's cheerleaders on Tuesday,
November 22, at 7:00 p.m. in
Whipple Gymnasium.
Practice session will take place
on Wednesday, November 16, at
3:00 p.m. and Thursday, November 17, at 1:00 p.m., in Whipple
should wear
Gym. Candidates
suitable attire (gym suit or bermudas and a blouse and sneakers
and socks~) All R.I.C. girls are
eligible to tryout, and those interested should sign the list posted in
Whipple Gym.
The tryouts on November 22 will
be judged by a panel of faculty
members and the three senior
cheerleaders.

David and Lisa
(Continued

from Page 3)

Although
named Jesus Christ.
Jesus did· not use film and projector, He was renowned as a great
story-teller whose tales produced'
vivid mental pictures. He used
them well to interest his audience
with the image-producing narrative as well as to impart a moral
message. Hence Jesus' parables
are visual in this sense, but now
the question arises of how a film
like "David and Lisa" could be
termed a parable with didactic
implications?
The story concerns two schizophrenic adolescencents who have
built meJltal cocoons in which to
hide from the outside world, and,
safe within the citadel of self,
they are prepared to withstand the
attacks of the world forever. When
David meets Lisa at the hospitals.chool where he arrives, the hand
of a need for understanding is
extended, and the film evolves
around tho 'warm and sensitive,
but truly honest search for meaning in each other. It is the honesty
of the quest for a concrete relationship that gives the film its
merit.

To
Mrs.Ballinger

SpeakAt CoffeeHour

L A. Institute Is
Scheduled for June

Lowest Price on Gas

VinnieDuva'sEssoStation

Newman Club

Recreation B-owling

Japanese Film In
Mann On Thursday

Kappa Delta Phi
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Harvard's Schwartz Traces The! VIEWPOINT:
Need To End A Love
Major Themes of Modern China The
Affair With Conformity

was.
10, at this concept of the party is of an China, only the setting
Don't accept everything you are
By MIKE OHAl\lBERS
Dr. almost church-like organization, a Al though there was not an industold; question everything; become
former,
banquet
farewell
his
At
there was a
Benjamin I. Schwartz of the East transcendental body which brings trial proletariat,
a plea thoroughly familiar with your subreiterated
Gaige
President
Asian Research center at Harvard man from the past into the future. massive peasant population instead which he had made on numerous ject; and don't become resigned
However, Lenin, in stressing the to take their place. There were occasions last year: the student until you are completely satisfied
University addressed an audienre
for the
this
of Rhode Island College students idea of a general staff, denied the already Chinese precedents
body should involve itself in with your position. Does
and faculty on the question of doctrine of iMarx that the general stress on the training of the in- controversial topics, but not for sound familiar? It s'hould. For this
selfand
been
whether Chinese Communism is course of ecomonic events alone dividual and selflessness
the sake of controversy itself. In is what our teachers have
would lead the people. Lenin in- sacrifice. These things could be the past there has been, as there feeding us since we were old
Marxist or nationalist.
In 'his lecture, Dr. Schwartz sisted that the working class must handled in resonance with the will inevitably be in the future, a enough to doubt our superiors.
emphasized that there are three be led by an elite of the proper Chinese past.
of controversial However, whenever we did openly
amount
vast
major themes to be considered in consciousness, thus laying a new
Dr. Schwartz also cited the events, topics, and ideas which question, we were promptly shut
any study of China: Marxism- stress on the role of human 'con- Chinese tradition of centralized have directly confronted the stu- off. Maybe our teachers didn't
Leninism, the cultural heritage of ciousness in shaping history.
control and the cumulative tradi- dents in their personal as well as practice what they were feeding,
to
contributed
Lenin further
control as their academic lives. The reaction but in any case:, it is up to us
China, and nationalism. He emtion of bureaucratic
phasized that each of these fields making Communism acceptable to factors which helped create a pre- on the part of the students of as students to start developing
similar Rhode Island College could be ideas of our own, to become aware
is an immense and greatly diverse the Chinese in the area of national- disposition
accept
to
area of study, and an historical ism. Before Lenin, Communism Communist measures. For example, easily predictable; as predictable, of ourselves as individuals and
perspective as well. f)r. Schwartz was a supposedly internationally
the old Chinese emperors had used as the reaction of a flannel shirt not the group.
oriented movement. Under, Lenin the ideas of mutual surveillance in warm water. In only a pitifully
also cautioned that nationalizations
If there is one thing for which
tool in who was a Russian, it becam~ and corvee labor much as do the
to thE:t
although an important
small amount of cases, and by the we can indebt ourselves
study, are difficult to make and
Chinese Communists. There was grace of the dissatisfied, did the name of President Gaige, it is
are complicated by the diverse
also a similarity in their attitudes students of this institution directly this idea of selfhood rather than
aspects of culture encountered in
toward law, where both had a confront "controversy". For ex- groupness.
China.
Adjustment to the norm today
negative outlook. Ideally, both ample, in early 1964, a group of
Although many people begin
systems work on the principle that thinking seniors by their refusal can only lead to mediocrity in life
their treatment of China by first
law by force should be unneces- to sign the teacher's oath, ad"' tomorrow. Above all, our aims in
considering the "Chinese side,"
sary, that doctrine is more im- ministered by the State, precipit- h" life at Rhode Island College
oath t is
even to the exclusion of Marxismportant than legal precedent. Both ated a re-evaluation of the
should, in the end, lead to the
stated
Leninism, Dr. Schwartz
rely heavily on mediation rather by the State authorities. Since· individualism which is inherent in
a
that he preferred to begin with
than on courts. However, Dr. that time, Rhode Island College us all.
consideration of Marxism-LeninSchwartz also cautioned that many has been a beehive of conformity,
ism. Dr. Schwartz explained that
areas (such as Taoist philosophy) and has become psychologically
it was his study of Communism
do not resonate with Communism, adjusted to its lot in life.
which led him to his study of
Dr. Max Rafferty, author of
and even openly conflict with it.
China, a background unlike that
Little Children, a powerful
Suffer,
.Dr.
m,
nationalis
of
In speaking
, encourages
of many others in his field. Moreemphasized that nation- study on education
Schwartz
ed
emphasiz
over, Dr. Schwartz
under the students to become thinkers and
put
be
not
should
alism
that the myth of Chinese imper, individuals but not
same rubric as continuity with the not followers
withviablity to outside influences, such
rather under loners, and non-conformists
but
heritage,
cultural
as Communism, is not entirely
out 'hostilities. Above all, this is
the
of
impact
the
of
rubric
the
'V
-..-·""li
,.. ..•..,...
our school is lacking.
true. The Chinese might change
to reassess the role of West on China. Dr. Schwartz feels what
Rhode Island College is becominstitutions such as Buddhism or necessary
with' that the Chinese attitude about
deal
to
order
in
m
nationalis
were ing, in the view of a great many
Communism; but they themselves
the practical problem of harness- themselves was not that they
were also changed. At this point,
they people, an enclosed pasture domithat
but
nation,
a
merely
minority
of
t
resentmen
ing the
Dr. Schwartz cited that Marxism
that nated by the administration and
stated
He
n.
civilizatio
a
were
Lenin
Russia.
within
nationalities
faculty, and we the students, are
shares certain basic premises with
tion
manifesta
a
was
m
nationalis
to
m
nationalis
only manipulated
the sheep who willingly •and unthe West: a belief in progress, an
old
when
vacuum
of
period
a
of
succeshis
serve Socialism. Stalin,
gly feed on the dictates
questionin
emphasis on activity as opposed
disaJ?or
d
discredite
were
sor, wedded the destinies of na- values
. Even a great
Despite
shepherds
the
of
in
to the passivity of Taoism, and
shift
a
was
there
tionalism and Socialism in his idea peared and
student leaders
our
of
majority
an emphasis on struggle, albeit in
the
to
htorture
abstract
fiendis
thus concern from the
country,
one
in
Socialism
of
are fearful to speak their mind
the form of a class struggle. ComicBiCDuo
change in policy concrete. In this respect, the Comgreat
dynam
a
affecting
munism has brought these "Fausfrom an lest they be fleeced and sent to
which was copied by otller states munists seem to suffer
time,
first
group.
writes
"odd"
the
of
thus
China,
regularity
to
the
tian" attitudes
identity dilemma and, in order to
and, later, by China.
What we are ever so slowly being
time!
every
marking a discontip.uity with the
must
m,
self-estee
their
preserve
to Dr. Schwartz,
According
condipast which will have far-reaching
heritage made to do is to become
ore's rugged pair of
Trotsky's internationalism did not cling to and praise some
to conformity. By whom?
tioned
effects.
stick pens wins again In
dilemma.
this
resolve
to
of the past
other
and
Mao
China.
in
on
catch
secondary
By the primary and
unending war against
Dr. Schwartz also stated that
However, the recent Chinese policy
to leaders were nationalists before
teachers and schools in the State
ball-point skip, clog and
Lenin was more important
has been one of distinctly antiHowsts.
Communi
became
they
smear. Despite horrible
under the auspices of the State
Chinese communism than Marx in
ever, they were not just national- traditional nationalism.
punishment by mad
administrators. Thus, by the time
that he made Communism acceptthat
feels
Schwartz
Dr.
all,
In
sm,
scientists, me still writes
we are ready for college, we are
able to China after the October ists, nor is Chinese Communi
nationbring
not
did
first time, every time.
an entirely Communism
also ready for pasture.
Revolution. The Leninist image of as Dr. Schwartz sees it,
And no wonder. ore's
but that nationChina,
to
alism
t.
simple:
is
movemen
done
tic
be
can
nationalis
explain
What
world organization helped
"Dyamite" Ball is the
survival
the
to
necessary
was
alism
by
d
considere
aspect
A second
the weak position of China during
hardest metal made,
He
China.
in
sm
Communi
of
of
effect
the
the 1920's According to this image, Dr. Schwartz was
encased in a solid btass
ed that both the Western
nose cone. Will not skip,
imperialism was a necessity to the the cultural heritage of China upon emphasiz
are
ideologies
st
Communi
the
of and
acceptance
Chinese
clog or smear no matter
Western World, which needed to the
to
that
and
crises,
of
He felt that in a state
what devilish abuse is
use the non-Western world as a Marxism-Leninism.
survive, they are changing.
devised for them by
parasite and would prevent it from this aspect itself was composed
ed Hussain, a visit'.Muhamm
iMr.
________
sadistic students. Get
parts, the objective
Pakistan at
developing its own resources. Dr. of two major
from
professor
ing
the dynamic nxc Duo at
population, etc.) and
Schwartz feels that this concept (geography,
Brown University, will speak to
your campus store now.
a
as
well
as
itself,
culture
the
Relations Club
had a great impact even on Mao
the International
encompassdivision
third
possible
Tse-tung.
tonight at 8:00 p.m. on the Indohistory of China
Another factor which Dr. Sch- ing the concrete
relationship with ComPakistani
SchDr.
wartz feels helps account for the in the twentieth century.
PENCORP.
China.
WATERMAN·BIC
munist
in
latter,
that this
,
CONN.
MILFODO
has a master
impact of Communism on China wartz feels
who
Hussain
iMr.
deCollege
Island
Rhode
The
more important than
is the idea of the Party, which particular, is
degree in English from
sm itself or the bates will take on an affirmative of arts
is very different from an ordinary either Communi
negative team from Providence Calcutta University and a master
and
many
that
in
heritage
cultural
Western political party. According
in Journalism and Political
including Mao, tend College in a clash of evidence and of arts
to Marx, the workers displaced by Party leaders,
on the problem of Science from the University of j
centering
logic
a
as
past
recent
this
view
to
country
capitalism, the classless and porU. S. foreign policy commitments. Minnesota has served his
would re- golden age; much as the ancient
pertyless proletariat,
in many capacities. He served as,
our
weeks
few
past
the
Within
This
past.
their
build the world. However, Marx Chinese idealized
press attache in Cairo
a sort of second debaters have defeated two well Pakistani
and was the Pakisleft no concrete plan for this as era has become
years
six
for
Brandeis
teams:
college
known
of
of Chinese tradition, that
at the United
officer
Lenin lated did. Lenin developed area
political
tani
team
RIC
'Ihe
n.
Georgetow
and
Before
the doctrine that the proletariat the Party.
debating tonight is planning to Nations for four years.
to
seems
Schwartz
Dr.
all,
In
'he is
could achieve power only when it
wrestle with the problem of U.S. coming to Brown where
not
is
past
the
that
believe
degree
was led by a general staff. 'I'his
involvement in the world. The studying for his doctorate
Chinese
the
of
cause
the
directly
concept of a vanguard of the
in political science, he was a public
e of Communism, but team you her tonight will be the
proletariat developed into the idea acceptanc
information officer in Islamabad,
at
debating
be
will
that
team
same
ipredispos
a
create
that it helped
of a Party composed of a virtuous
West Paskistan which is Pakisits ideas. For example, the University of Vermont tour-j
and infallible elite who, although tion to
tan's new capital. He has also been
on
Cheer
weekend.
this
nament
ism already contained the
they identified with the people, Confucian
on the staff of the New York
tonight!
debators
R.I.C.
a benevolent, trained elite, our winning
J
were not necessarily of the work- idea of
Times.
7 p.m., CL 227.
at
to
new
not
was
itself
idea
the
so
ing class. Dr. Schwartz holds that
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Looi~For Basl~ethall Fred Santaniello Is First
Preview On Nov. 23 To Wi~ Captain's Trophy
As the college football season
fast approaches its end, the local
attention of most Rhode Island
sports fans is turning once again
toward basketball.
Prospects are not as bright as
usual for the state's two major
basketball powers - Providence
College and the University of
Rhode, Island. Both were hit hard
by the graduation of players such
--------------------------,------------------

as Bill Blair and Steve Chubin, and
neither figures to approach the
successes achieved a year ago.
The story is a quite different
one here at Rhode Island College.
Our basketball squad appears to
be headed for a highly successful
season, and for some of the
reasons for such optimism, be sure
to read the preview of the R.I.C.
hoopsters in next week's Anchor.

It was announced last night that game. Confirmation of the voting
A-lfred G. Santaniello is the win- 1 as well as decisions in case of
ner of the Captain's Trophy, pre-I ties were by consent of Captain
sented to the outstanding Rhode,. Foley and Coach Edward Bogda.
Points were awarded accordIsland College soc,cer player during
the 1966 season. The trophy was ingly: 15 to the player receiving
designed and awarded by Captain' most votes per game; 10 to the
John Foley, and the winner was player receiving the next highest
chosen on the basis of votes cast amount of votes; and 5 tG the
by members of the team after each player receiving_ the third highest
total of votes.

From The· Sports Desk:

The Best Team Ever To.
Lose A World Series
The 1966 World Series was a disappointment
in many ways. Fans looking for the thrilling seven
game extravaganzas that prevailed in eight of
the last eleven Series, found the fo1:1rgame Baltiafter the
sweep somewhat anticlimatic
more
feverish pennant race the Dodgers had to endure
to even get into the '66 sweepstakes. Furthermore,
at least after the third inning of the first game,
not even the games individually had the air of
baseball's
dominates
usually
that
excitement
annual showcase.
Lack of hitting was the most telling explanation for the relative boredom. The Orioles in winning scored only ten earned runs, and their team
batting average for four games was a less than
lusty .200. And pity the poor Dodgers - they hit
only .142 and didn't even score a run after that
third inning of the first game. Could any World
Series participant possibly have suffered a more
humiliating and frustrating defeat? Perhaps not,
but let us examine 1before we are too ·hasty the
humiliating and frustrating - to say nothing of
weird - ordeal suffered by the 1960 New York
Yankees.
CARNAGE FOLLOWS EQUILIBRIDM

The first game of the 1960 World Series was ordinary enough. History records Art Ditmar and Vernon Law as the starting pitchers in the opening
tilt, and the Pirates' Law had better fortune on this
day. His teammates kayoed Ditmar in the first
inning, and Pittsburgh won more easily than the 6-4
final score would indicate.
The drama began to unfold in game two. The
Yankees sprayed no less than nineteen hits to
every conceivable extremity of Forbes Field and
slaughtered the Pirates, 16 - 3. 'Mickey Mantle,
immense throughout this Series, had two titantic
home runs one of which highlighted a typically
awesome s~ven run rally by the Yankees in the
sixth inning.
If there was any doubt remaining about the
accidental nature of Pittsburgh's first game victory,
the Yankees dismissed it when the teams traveled
to New York for game three. Wilmer Mizell remember old Vinegar Bend - started on the
mound for the Pirates. Five.. of the-first six Yankee
hitters to face him reached safely, and before Fred
Green could put out the fire six hitters and two
pitchers later the Yankees had s,cored six runs.
Mantle continued his demolition of Pittsburg pitching by polling a 440 foot homer
with a man on base in the sixth. Whitey Ford
pitched a four hitter and New York won 10 - 0
in a laugher, a cakewalk.
A BREAK

WITH REALITY

Back in Pittsburgh, even the most loyal Pirate
fans were ready to call it a season, and a successful
one at that. After all, their heroes had easily outdistanced the rest of the National League, and that
first game victory over the Yankees was a crowning finale to a fine year. But their dear Pirates
were mortal, and those Yankees were something
else. The aggregate 26 - 3 score of the last two
games had put the message across quite adequately
- the Pirates didn't have the chance of a snowball
in hell.
Vernon Law, the conqueror of Yankee bats in
game one, took to the mound in game four. Again
he did the impossible. The New Yorkers reached
him and reliever Elroy Face for eight hits, but
Bill Virdon's two run single in the sixth inning
and phenomonal catch of a Bob Cerv extra base

bid in the eighth gave Pittsburgh a 3 - 2 victory.
Suddenly the Series was even at two games apiece.
The final game in Yankee Stadium followed
the next ·day, and Harvey Haddix was Pirate
Manager Danny Murtaugh's choice to pitch against
Ralph Terry of the Yankees.
Limiting the suddenly dormant New York, bats
to five hits, Haddix carefully nursed a three run
lead his teamates provided in the second inning,
and won 4 - 2. The impossible had followed the
unexpected, and the Pirates were one victory
away .from the World Championship.
The Series returned to Pittsburgh for game
six and Pirate fans by now had long forgotten
the abominations of only four and five days before.
Broadcaster Prince was chortling away again with
his impudent "Beat 'Em, Bucs," and never before
had the "Piggy! Sooey!".exhortations for the rotund
Smoky Burgess been quite so in evidence within
the right field grandstand. All had returned to
normal. The Pirates would slash their way irresistably tci victory.
But the Yankees, who paradoxically seemed to
score either no runs or a hundred of them, returned
to the Mr. Hyde aspect of their personality. A single
run in the second inning was followed by five in
the third, and Forbes Field once again underwent
the change from jubilee to graveyand. When the
grup.e was over the Yankees had twelve runs, the
Pirates none. Whitey Ford had again made the
Pittsburgh hitters look like Cub Scouts.

Upon completion of the team's
thirteen game schedule the cumu-'
lative points were totalled and
the person with the highest ainount
was declared the winner. Eleven
players figured in the final scoring which was as follows:
75 points
1. Fred Santaniello
65 points
2. Dave Marzelli
50 points
3. Frank Short
40 points
4. Bob Marchand
5. Dick Lawrence
35 points
Jim Wade (tie)
30 points
7. Dave Colardo
20 points
8. Bill Barney
15 points
9. Mike Lenihan

A PEBBLE BRINGS IN THE JURY

The feeling was in the air as the teams prepared for game seven that this was a Series that
only Dame Fortune could decide. The Yankees must
have been demoralized by the mere necessity of
a seventh game in view of their ability to do
everything better than the Pirates except win four
games. And the handwriting obviously was on the
wall for Pittsburgh - how could a team losing
three games by scores of 16 - 3, 10 - 0 and 12 - 0
really expect to win the World Series
The jury seemed to have come in after seven
and a half innings. The Yankees, after falling
behind 4-0 after two innings, began to ooze base
hits again thereafter and led 7 - 4 as the Pirates
came to bat in the bottom of the eighth. With
New York reliever Bobby Shantz breezing along
since the third inning, the party at long last was
.
over for Pittsburgh.
Up popped the devil. Gino Cimoli, leading off
the bottom of the eighth, singled. Virdon followed
with a tailor-made double play grounder to Tony
Kubek. Two outs, nobody on, no sweat. Right?
Wrong. The ball hit a pebble just as Kubek wa::,
about to field it and hit the Yankee shortstop
square in the Adam's apple. Dame Fortune had
finally made up her mind. Two batters later Rocky
Nelson flied to right field for what should !iave
been the third out, but before the fourth and fifth
outs could be recorded the Pirates had scored five
runs. They took a 9-7 lead into the ninth inning.
The remainder of the most eerie of World Seri.es
was anticlimatic. The Yankees tied the score in
the top of the ninth, and Mazeroski's home run
in the bottom of the inning won the game and the
Series for Pittsburgh.
The record shows that in the 1966 World
Series the Baltimore Oriol'es totalled 13 runs and
24 hits, and won. In the 1960 World Series the
New York Yankees totalled - brace yourself 55 runs and 91 hits, and lost. As a matter of fact,
they never had a chance.

15.points
Sam Hayford (tie)
10 points
11. Bob Haigh
Commenting on the value of
the award, Captain Foley stated
that it greatly enhanced the spirit
of competition among the players.
"It gave the guys something
tangible to shoot for on an individual basis while contributing to the
overall performance of the team."
He further added, "I hope that
future captains will continue to
award this trophy or a similar
one."
Under the established system of
voting it was not necessary to •be
the best in every game. Rather,
good performances
consistently
throughout the season went far
toward deciding the first winner of
the Captain's Trophy. For example,
a player receiving the greatest
amount of points in five games
would have 75 points, while the
person having the second highest
amount of votes would • receive
80 points and thw be declared
the winner.

Handball Tournament
A Unique Attraction
BY ROGER ARSENAULT

The recreational program run
by the Physical Education Department now has a ladder, handball tournament in progress. ·
A ladder tournament is unique
be.cause no one can ·be eliminated
from the competition. As the name
suggests, the arrangement of the
may be compared,
tournament
figuratively, to a ladder. Between
the top and bottom of the ladder,
there is a series of rungs one must
climb. In the handball tournament,
the individual who is leading the
field' is at the top of the ladder
with the remaining competitors
strung out on the lower rungs. A
person may move up in the standings by defeating the individuals
who are ahead of him; however,
he may only challenge the participants in the rung immediately
above his. If he defeats his opponent, he exchanges places with
him, but if he is defeated, he
remains where he is. This same
pattern also affects him in the
opposite way. He may be challeng-

ed by the person in the tung
directly •below his and he must
defeat him in order to maintain
his place in the standings.
Thus far, the tournament actionhas been fast and furious and the
future holds the promise of even
more excitement; however, there
ts still room in the tournament for
anyone wishing to test his mettle
against some of the toughest
handball competition to be found
at Rhode Island College. If anyone is" interested in competing,
he should be present at 6:45 on
Thursday night at Walsh Gymnasium, or contact ;Mr. Taylor.
As of 'Thursday, November 3,
the tournament standings were as
follows:
1. IIVIr.Puretz
2. David Colardo
3. Mr. Taylor
4. Bob IIVIarchand
5. Ellis Stevens
6. Michael Hughes
7. Don Vanasse
8. Bob Sendling
9. Lou Fontana

M·eet
In NESCAC
Second
Harriers
BY MIKE KENNEDY

The Rhode Island College cross
country team has again made
its presence felt in New England
cross country competition. The
Anchormen ran a close second to
perennial powerhouse Boston State
College in the NESCAC championships held on Nov. 5 in Boston.
Fifty - six runners from ten
different state teachers colleges
competed in th~ 4.4 mile race. Ray
Marsland led the Anchormen with
an eleventh place finish and Ray
Nelson finished two slots behind.
R.I.C.'s one-two punch was complimented by Fred Bayha (18th),
Jeff McGrave (20th), Ralph Fortune (25th), and Lou Fontana
(38th).
In recognition of their fine perwere
harriers
the
formance,
presented with a runner up trophy
which has been added to their fast
growing collection.

On November 12 the Anchormen
will run in the NAIA championships at Franklin Field in Boston.
The competition will generally be
the same, with the .addition of
schools such as Barrington and
Colleges. Coach Joseph
Bryant
McGinn feels that Boston State
again will be the team to beat,
but with Rhode Island College's
runners now being familiar with
the course the race could be very
close.
If the Anchormen do not win, it
will be their final meet of the
season. Undefeated in dual meet
competition this fall, the team has
reached beyond expectations for
the season. Coach McGinn has
beeh very pleased with the performance of all his runners, and in
particular cited senior Captain Ray
Marsland as having set a fine
example for the whole team both
on and .off the field.

